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Abstract
We revisit partition functions of closed strings on toroidal backgrounds, including their
ZN shift orbifolds in the formalism where the dimension of the target space is doubled
to make T-duality manifest. In such a T-duality covariant formalism, the constraint
equation imposes a form of chiral factorization. Our computation furnishes a non-trivial
consistency check for the quantum worldsheet theory of the doubled sigma model, when
strings are placed on general toroidal backgrounds. The topological term that mixes
the physical space and its T-dual is crucial in demonstrating that chiral factorization
works, and that we obtain the correct partition function after imposing the constraints.
Finally, we discuss how our results extend to N = 1 worldsheet supersymmetry and string
worldsheets of higher genus.
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1 Introduction
This paper is devoted towards understanding some aspects of the doubled formulation of
string theory of C.Hull [1] - a T-duality covariant framework that lives on an enlarged
target space in which one can think of the extra coordinates as those conjugate to string
winding numbers. Over the years, this formalism has attracted much attention1 primar-
ily as a possible way to formulate our understanding of a class of non-geometric string
backgrounds known as T-folds, itself being based on a series of earlier seminal works in
the 80’s and 90’s ([10, 11, 12, 13, 14]). String theory can be consistently defined on many
non-geometric backgrounds which can nonetheless give rise to a conventional theory en-
dowed with geometric four-dimensional spacetime (see for example [15]). An interesting
class of non-geometric backgrounds are those which are constructed by duality twists [16].
1 For a sampling of recent literature over the past decade, see for example [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9].
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In these twisted backgrounds, fibres are glued together with T-duality-valued transition
functions - namely, the ‘T-folds’. More generally, we can have ‘U-folds’ with U-duality-
valued transition functions [17].2
Recall that T-duality was originally demonstrated to be a symmetry of the string
sigma model with toroidal target spaces in which there is a U(1)d isometry3 and thus
are principal U(1)d bundles. One can generalize the notion of T-duality to more generic
torus bundles with less symmetry under some conditions, even in spaces devoid of globally
defined Killing vectors (see [23] for details). This sets up the notion of a T-fold which
locally resembles a conventional spacetime patch with a torus fibration over some open
set in a base space, with T-duality-valued transition functions. The importance of these
backgrounds arises from the fact that applying T-duality to geometric backgrounds with
Kalb-Ramond B fluxes can sometimes give rise to T-folds. To be more precise, the moduli
of the string CFT which are related via an O(d, d;Z) transformation gives essentially the
same CFT, and the transition functions allow one to construct a bundle of torus CFT
over some base space. The moduli can depend on the coordinates of the base space in
general. Integrating over the base space then yields the quantum string theory of the
T-fold.
In this doubled formalism, we introduce an extra set of target space coordinates X˜i
which are conjugate to the winding numbers. They can be understood as the coordinates
which are T-dual to X by the O(d, d;Z) element M which is the analogue of the R→ α′/R
duality of a circle target space. When the closed string is endowed with the target space
metric G and coupled to the Kalb-Ramond field B, this T-duality element inverts a
generalized background matrix E = G + B. The doubled sigma model has an expanded
target space M of which coordinates patch together to form a T 2d bundle over some base
N . One then has to further impose a constraint which demands half of the 2d fields on
M to be left-movers and the other half as right-movers. The ordinary theory is recovered
after choosing half of {X i, X˜ i} to be the physical space. Such a choice of polarization
T d ⊂ T 2d is generally done locally in each patch for an arbitrary well-defined T-fold.
Being able to implement the constraint consistently is crucial. In [1], and as we shall
review in Section 2, it was shown that this constraint requires a certain set of conserved
currents J to vanish and this could be imposed by gauging half of J ’s via an auxiliary
gauge field say C. Gauge-fixing and integrating out C recovers the ordinary sigma model
locally. The polarization then corresponds neatly to the choice of which J ’s to gauge.
A crucial ingredient of the doubled sigma model is a topological interaction term in-
2See also [18] for a recent attempt at understanding an S-duality twisted gauge theory, [19] for a
study of U-duality twists in toroidal compactifications, and [20] for non-geometric branes that can arise
naturally in M-theory. Most recently in [21], nongeometric fluxes related to duality twists are discussed
in the context of supergravity.
3See for example [22] for an excellent review.
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cluded in the Lagragian as
ipidX ∧ dX˜ (1.1)
and it was argued in [1] that at the level of the classical action, the above term is necessary
to yield complete equivalence to the usual string sigma model formulation. Note that such
a term does not change the classical theory, but it introduces some relative signs when
we sum up the cohomological sectors in evaluating the partition function. We will discuss
more about this term in Section 2. Essentially, its presence preserves the invariance
of the doubled sigma model’s action under large gauge transformations of the auxiliary
coordinates.
Shortly after the appearance of [1], Berman and Copland explained in an elegant paper
[24] that the constraints imposed to halve the degrees of freedom of the doubled formalism
can be interpreted as those that determine chiral scalars. The one-loop partition function
of a doubled S1 target space is first computed without imposing any constraints but
they keep track of certain left- and right-moving degrees of freedom encapsulated in each
set of holomorphic variables P and anti-holomorphic variables Q. After performing a
series of Poisson resummations, the partition function can be expressed in the form of a
chiral decomposition, i.e. a product of a holomorphic function and an anti-holomorphic
function. Each chiral sector is then further decomposed into two separate blocks, and
imposing the constraint is argued to be effectively equivalent to discarding one block in
each of the two chiral sectors. The most significant observation made in [24] is that the
one-loop closed string partition function can be reproduced from the doubled formalism
via the chiral factorization procedure explained above provided the topological interaction
term is included. This then yields a consistency test for the inclusion of this term in the
doubled sigma model Langrangian.
Inspired by the results of [24], we will build on their work and generalize their re-
sults to conventional non-T-fold backgrounds. We find that via the procedure of chiral
factorization, we can reproduce the closed string partition functions of any worldsheet
genus from the doubled sigma model for the generic toroidal background, including a
non-vanishing B field, and thus demonstrate explicitly the quantum equivalence to the
usual formulation for toroidal backgrounds. We hope that this acts as a starting point for
investigating whether generic well-defined T-folds can be understood at least partially by
some principle of chiral block decomposition.
Most of our technical focus will be on reassembling the classical instanton sums in the
partition function via Poisson resummations. We will also discuss how chiral factoriza-
tion works for the quantum part of the partition function that captures all the string’s
oscilllator modes. We should mention that throughout our work, by partition function,
we refer to the sum at each genus with a fixed worldsheet metric of unit determinant. The
complete string partition function of course involves an integral over the moduli space of
Riemann surfaces and appropriate Faddeev-Popov ghost field modes.
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With regards to the point about holomorphic factorization, we find it useful to work
with orbifolds as an anchor for future explorations. For instance, for asymmetric orbifolds,
some have observed that the partition functions can be constructed by sewing together
chiral blocks of associated symmetric orbifolds [25]. As the simplest example, in [26], a
T-fold - as an asymmetric reflection orbifold - was studied in the doubled sigma model
formulation. Corresponding to the only non-trivial element of O(1, 1;Z), an S1 is fibred
over a base S1, with an asymmetric reflection acting on the right-movers augmented with
a Z2 translational shift in the base. In that work, the doubled sigma model is analyzed in
the operator formalism, and it was shown that to recover a modular invariant partition
function, one needs to impose the eigenvalues of the T-duality operator to be of certain
values. Such a rule was derived in [27], but we do not know how it could be derived from
first principles in the doubled formulation.
In our work, we will initiate an analysis along a related direction. We consider ZN
orbifolds with the discrete orbifold action being independent translations in the left and
right movers. Apart from being a simple class of orbifolds in its own right, such an orbifold
action arises naturally in T-folds which admits description as asymmetric orbifolds. In
these backgrounds which are sometimes called ‘interpolating orbifolds’ [28], the absence
of singularities necessitates the orbifold action on the fibres to be augmented by a corre-
sponding shift in the base. As an example where we take the base to be S1, we can write
the orbifold action as [29]
G = e2pi(FL+FR)δa,b
where δa,b is an order-N shift along the base circle and FL,R are generators of the orbifold
rotation on the fibre coordinates. If FL 6= FR, this is an asymmetric orbifold [29, 30]. The
shift along the base S1 can be parametrized by a vector λ =
(
a
N
, b
N
)
with a and b defined
modulo N . Let X denote the base circle coordinate and X˜ its T-dual. Then δ acts as
δ : X → X + a2piR
N
, δ : X˜ → X˜ + b 2pi
NR
(1.2)
In Section 2, we shall review these translational or shift orbifolds S1/ZN with slightly more
details. Formally speaking, we first need to specify in principle what defines the doubled
orbifold that descends correctly to the physical one. A natural rule (that is assumed also
in [26]) is that X˜’s are acted upon by an operator equivalent to the T-dual (defined by
the element M) of the orbifolded X. Thus, ZN translational/shift orbifolds is perhaps
the most straightforward to study as a first example, since the action on X and X˜ are
just translations along each homological cycle of the worldsheet. Since X˜ ∼ XL−XR, an
asymmetric orbifold is obtained when we specify a non-zero shift for X˜. Nonetheless, there
is an important caveat that we should mention: namely that not all the asymmetric shift
orbifolds on their own enjoy modular invariance which might demand among other things
a certain number of spacetime dimensions (see [25] and [27] for a nice discussion on this).
We reserve discussion of this important issue to future work [31], while maintaining our
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focus on studying the equivalence between the doubled formalism and the conventional
sigma model.
We find that when strings are placed on an orbifold defined by translational shifts in X
and X˜, the signs induced by the topological term do lead us to the correct string partition
function after chiral factorization. For a non-geometric asymmetric action, where there is
an orbifold action on X˜, in the Lagrangian representation of the partition function, this
amounts to multiplying e−Scl. with phase factors that parametrize the shifts on X˜. This
can be related after a Poisson resummation to the fact that while the momentum generates
translations in X, the winding number operator generates translations in X˜, and the latter
manifests itself as phase factors. The fact that we can establish the equivalence of the
partition functions rather easily (as we shall observe in this entire work) points swiftly
to the underlying fact that in the doubled sigma model, X and X˜ represent the Fourier
transform duals of the momentum (n) and winding numbers (w). Thus, as explained in
[23], we can write down the dual state
|X, X˜〉 =
∑
n,w
e
inX
R eiwX˜R|n,w〉 (1.3)
where the dual X˜ corresponds to the T-dual of X in which all original radii are inverted.
In the doubled Lagrangian, the natural metric on the fibre is given by H (see eqn. (2.2)),
but this is precisely the matrix which defines a norm for (n w) that yields the string
spectrum, i.e.
1
2
M2 = (n w)H(n w)T (1.4)
We will see that our results for the ZN shift orbifolds turn out to be very compatible with
such a picture.
The plan of our paper is as follows. In Section 2, we briefly review the doubled ge-
ometry formalism of Hull and some basic aspects of the ZN shift orbifolds. In Section 3,
we demonstrate the equivalence of the partition function with that obtained in the con-
ventional theory, following closely the technique introduced in [24] and [32]. At the same
time, we present a slightly more efficient way to obtain the partition function which we
will employ in the subsequent sections, but if desired, the reader can repeat the method in
Section 3 for the latter computations and obtain identical conclusions too. Then in Sec-
tion 4, we recover the partition function of the general toroidal background. We find that
our narrative can be extended straightforwardly to higher-genus string worldsheets which
we study explicitly in Section 5. In Section 6, we discuss how chiral factorization works
for the ‘quantum part’ of the partition function - the part that counts all the oscillators’
modes which is effectively the determinant of the Laplacian operator. We have included
a short appendix that touches on some pedagogical background relevant to Section 6 for
the sake of readers unfamiliar with Schottky uniformization of Riemann surfaces. Before
we end with a concluding discussion, we briefly discuss the case of N = 1 worldsheet
supersymmetry in Section 7.
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We emphasize that our various computations pertain not to the bundle structure of
a T-fold with non-trivial O(d, d;Z) transition functions, but simply a doubled toroidal
geometry. A global choice of polarization can thus be made. We hope that this paper
forms a starting point for future explorations of the role of chiral block decomposition
in understanding T-folds in the doubled formalism [31]. Throughout our paper, we take
α′ = 1.
2 Preliminaries
2.1 On the action of the doubled sigma model
In the following, we shall give a quick review of the doubled sigma model following [1].
In this T-duality covariant framework, the toroidally compactified dimensions are dou-
bled, and thus so are the number of degrees of freedom. This necessitates introducing
constraints to remove the auxiliary ones. In its original formulation that involves a T 2d
bundle over some toroidal base of which coordinates we shall denote as Y n, the Lagrangian
reads
L = pi
2
Hij∂aXi∂aXj + pi∂bXi
(
Ain∂
bY n + A¯im
bc∂cY
m
)
+ Lbase(Y ) (2.1)
where X are the fibre coordinates, and the worldsheet one-forms Ai ≡ AimdY m play the
role of a connection. They are the conserved currents J ≡ AimdY m + A¯in ∗ dY n under
M ∈ O(d, d;Z) transformations which leaves (2.1) invariant under
X→MX, H → (M−1)THM−1, J → (M−1)TJ
where the generalized metric reads
H ≡
(
G−BG−1B BG−1
−G−1B G−1
)
. (2.2)
The constraint equation reads
∗ ∂Xi = LikHkj∂Xj + LimJm (2.3)
where in a certain basis, the O(d, d;Z) metric reads
Lij =
(
0 1d
1d 0
)
.
One also needs to choose some splitting of T 2d into a physical T d and a dual T˜ d for each
point in the T 2d bundle, thus dividing the fibre coordinates into a physical T d (X) and a
dual T˜ d(X˜). The theory can then be written in terms of X alone after solving for X˜ in
terms of X. In this paper, we shall restrict ourselves to backgrounds in which a global
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polarization can be chosen. We can set the connection to be zero, and the constraint
equation then reads( ∗∂X i
∗∂X˜ i
)
=
( −G−1B G−1
G−BG−1B BG−1
)(
∂X i
∂X˜ i
)
(2.4)
Diagonalizing the matrix LH above, we find that we can express the constraint in terms
of self-dual and anti-self-dual equations for the fields (with components in a flat tangent
space)
P a =
1√
2
[(
eai −Bijeja
)
dX i + ejadX˜j
]
,
Qa =
1√
2
[(
eai +Bije
ja
)
dX i − ejadX˜j
]
, (2.5)
where we have introduced the vielbein by the relation Gij = eiae
j
bη
ab. On the worldsheet,
this implies the ‘chirality’ condition4
∂z¯P
a = ∂zQa = 0 (2.6)
We find that the doubled Lagrangian can be written in terms of these variables as the
sum of two kinetic terms
LPQ =
pi
2
ηabdP
a ∧ ∗dP b + pi
2
ηabdQa ∧ ∗dQb + Ltop. (2.7)
Later in Section 6, we shall see that for chiral factorization to work, it is rather important
that the Lagrangian can be expressed in this manner. Note that there is also a topological
term that we have added to (2.7) which we shall briefly review next. Recall that since we
are restricting ourselves to globally well-defined splitting of the fibre in the doubled torus
bundle, we set the O(d, d;Z) connection to be zero. The conserved currents JI read
JI = HIJ∂XJ − LIJ ∗ ∂XJ ≡ JI − jI (2.8)
where JI is the Noether current and jI is trivially conserved. The field equations imply
that d ∗ JI = 0 but the constraint equation sets the stronger condition JI = 0. The
current JI is the Noether current for the translational symmetries along the fibres which
we parametrize as δX = α. If we wish to write it with regards to left- and right-moving
degrees of freedom, then the symmetries are δXR = αR, δXL = αL, with J
i generating the
anti-diagonal subgroup αL = −αR, while Ji generates the diagonal subgroup αL = αR.
To impose it, we gauge the symmetry by introducing a gauge field C which is a one-form
on the worldsheet. We perform a minimal coupling procedure which amounts to replacing
∂X˜i → ∂X˜i + Ci (2.9)
4We note that when the total spacetime dimension is just one, this reduces to the expressions found
in [24], namely P = 1√
2
(
RdX +R−1dX˜
)
, Q = 1√
2
(
RdX −R−1dX˜
)
.
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Since this generates the linear coupling term∼ Ci ∧ ∗Hij∂Xj, we add a term
Ci ∧ ∂X i (2.10)
to yield the coupling C ∧ ∗J . Under the gauge transformations δX˜i = αi, δCi = −αi,
the action is invariant up to a surface term. To remove this term, we add the topological
term to the action
Ltop. = −ipidX˜i ∧ dX i (2.11)
In [1], it was noted that since after the inclusion of (2.9), (2.10) and (2.11), the doubled
lagrangian can be written as
L = piGij∂X i ∧ ∗∂Xj + piBij∂X i ∧ ∂Xj + pi
2
GijDi ∧ ∗Dj,
Di ≡ Ci + dX˜j −Gij ∗ ∂Xj −Bij∂Xj (2.12)
Imposing the constraint is then equivalent to treating Di as the non-dynamical fields.
The invariance under δX˜i = αi implies that X˜ can be completely gauged away including
winding modes.
In this paper, we shall begin with the action by gauge-fixing C to be zero, with thus
only the topological term being added to the action (2.7). The non-dynamical degrees of
freedom are removed from the partition function of the doubled sigma model by identify-
ing and retaining the appropriate holomorphic and anti-holomorphic pieces following the
constraint, rather than integrating over the auxiliary fields D in (2.12). This procedure
is sufficient for our purpose of reducing the partition function to the correct one, but
would certainly need to be modified for T-folds in general. In these cases, the O(d, d;Z)
connection should enact an integral role since they measure the non-trivial nature of the
bundle.
2.2 On S1/ZN orbifolds: some generalities
In this subsection, we shall briefly discuss a somewhat different topic - closed string
orbifolds5, in anticipation of Section 3 where we discuss the S1/ZN case in detail. In
particular, non-geometric backgrounds can be obtained when the orbifold action is asym-
metric. Let us begin with the simplest example of a S1 target space geometry on a
toroidal worldsheet parametrized by periodic variables σ1,2 ∼ σ1,2 + 1 and equipped with
the following metric
ds2 =
1
τ2
|dσ2 + τdσ1|2
where σ1, σ2 are the periodic Euclidean time and space worldsheet coordinates respectively.
Let the periodic boson be X, with R being the compactification radius, and its T-dual
5See for example [33, 34].
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be X˜. In the following, we will absorb R in the target space metric, and let X be a
dimensionless coordinate with unit period. First, let us recall some basic facts about
abelian orbifolds defined by ZN shifts of the form
sˆ X → X + 1
N
. (2.13)
With regards to the left- and right-movers, the orbifold action acts symmetrically on both,
with each of XL and XR being shifted by
1
2N
. The partition function can be written as a
sum of partition traces
ZS1/sˆ =
1
N
sˆN−1∑
g,h=1
Zgh (2.14)
where in the above notation, h labels the twisted sector and g is defined as the orbifold
twist operator (in this case, a translation operator) inserted in the Hilbert space trace.
We can describe the shifted boundary conditions by the characteristics δ = (δ′, δ′′) where
δ′, δ′′ = 0, 1/N, 2/N, . . . , (N−1)/N . Corresponding to h = sˆNδ′ and g = sˆNδ′′ , the twisted
boundary conditions of X read
X(σ1 + 1, σ2) = X(σ1, σ2) + δ
′′ (mod 1)
X(σ1, σ2 + 1) = X(σ1, σ2) + δ
′ (mod 1). (2.15)
The classical zero modes have winding numbers along each worldsheet direction which we
denote by m,n. Explicitly, we write
Xcl.m,n(σ) = σ
1(m+ δ′′) + σ2(n+ δ′). (2.16)
The string path integral, with Lagrangian piR2∂mX∂mX can be split up into a product of
a quantum part capturing degrees of freedom of X −Xcl. coming from all the oscillators
modes, and the classical zero modes (or string ‘instantons’) of which contributions read
(we set α′ = 1) ∑
m,n
e
−piR2
τ2
|τ(n+δ′)−(m+δ′′)|2
. (2.17)
Together with the quantum part, the partition function in each twisted sector then reads
Zgh(τ) =
R√
τ2|η(τ)|2
∑
m,n
e
−piR2
τ2
|τ(n+δ′)−(m+δ′′)|2
(2.18)
where the factor R arises from integrating over the volume of the target space. There is
another way to express the above partition function in terms of the chiral block structure
of the theory, namely the left- and right-moving string degrees of freedom. One simply
needs to perform a Poisson resummation in n→ w, using the formula6∑
n
exp
(−piA(n+ c)2) = 1√
A
∑
w
exp
[
− pi
A
w2 + 2piicw
]
(2.20)
6This is a special case of∑
m1,...,mn∈Z
exp
{−piAij(mi + Ci)(mj + Cj) + 2piiBi(mi + Ci)}
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which gives us
Zgh(τ) = Trh
(
gq
1
4
p2L q¯
1
4
p2R
)
=
1
|η|2
∑
n,w
e−2piiδ
′′wq
1
4(
w
R
+R(n+δ′))
2
q¯
1
4(
w
R
−R(n+δ′))2 . (2.21)
In (2.21), we see that in the basis labelled by momentum number w and winding number
n, g = sˆNδ
′′
= e−i(pL+pR)δX = e−2piiδ
′′w. More generally, one can set up an orbifold by
independent shifts in X and its T-dual X˜ which has an inverted compactification radius.
For definiteness, let us consider the case where the shifts are
X → X + a 1
N
, X˜ → X˜ + b 1
N
(2.22)
where a, b = {0,±1} are defining parameters of the translation orbifolds7, so for example,
at the self-dual point R = 1, the orbifold of (a, b) = (1, 1) would correspond to XR →
XR, XL → XL + 1N . We should introduce two other shift parameters δ¯, δ¯′′, and thus
altogether we have δ, δ′′ = 0, 1/N, . . . , a(N − 1)/N and δ¯, δ¯′′ = 0, 1/N, . . . , b(N − 1)/N.
In each twisted sector labeled by δ′, δ′′, the instanton part of the partition function which
corresponds to summing over all classical backgrounds with different winding modes reads
Z
(δ′′,δ¯′′)
(δ′,δ¯′) =
∑
w,n
e−2piiδ
′′(w+δ¯′)−2piiδ¯′′(n+δ′)q
1
4
(
w+δ¯′
R
+R(n+δ′)
)2
q¯
1
4
(
w+δ¯′
R
−R(n+δ′)
)2
. (2.23)
Note that (2.21) corresponds to the case of (a, b) = (1, 0). After a T-duality, we obtain
the case of (a, b) = (0, 1) which shifts the T-dual coordinate X˜. This can be called a
winding number shift, dual to the previous momentum shift. More generally, we can
have both simultaneously. For example, when a = b = 1 or whenever b 6= 0, we have
an asymmetric orbifold. This presents a rather natural setting for the doubled formalism
where the parent sigma model includes X˜ as a bona fide target space coordinate right
from the outset. Nonetheless, one needs to understand how to consistently halve the
degrees of freedom to arrive at the correct physical partition function. In the following
Section, we will attempt to recover the partition function trace Z
(δ′′,δ¯′′)
(δ′,δ¯′) in (2.23) in the
doubled geometry formalism.
=
1√
detA
∑
m1,...,mn∈Z
exp
{−pi(A−1)ij(mi −Bi)(mj −Bj) + 2piiCi(mi −Bi)} (2.19)
where A is an invertible n× n symmetric matrix and B,C are two n-column vectors.
7See [35] for a recent work in which these orbifolds are investigated from the viewpoint of gauged
supergravities.
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3 Closed string partition functions of S1/ZN orbifolds
3.1 Poisson resummations and chiral factorization
We begin with the action
S =
pi
2
R2dX ∧ ∗dX + pi
2R2
dX˜ ∧ ∗dX˜ + ipidX ∧ dX˜
As discussed earlier, one needs to impose a suitable constraint to recover the physical
theory. The natural variables for this constraint are
P =
1√
2
(
RX +
1
R
X˜
)
, Q =
1√
2
(
RX − 1
R
X˜
)
(3.1)
with the constraint being the chiral factorization
∂zP = ∂z¯Q = 0. (3.2)
In terms of P,Q, the action reads
S =
pi
2
dP ∧ ∗dP + pi
2
dQ ∧ ∗dQ. (3.3)
We now consider the different classical backgrounds differentiated by their cohomology
classes as defined on the toroidal worldsheet with cycles α1, α2. Define
L = dX + ω, ω ∈ H1 (σ,Z)
Imposing the translational twists by phases δ, we can explicitly write L as
L = dX + (n+ δ′)α2 + (m+ δ′′)α1, (3.4)
L˜ = dX˜ + (n¯+ δ¯′)α2 + (m¯+ δ¯′′)α1. (3.5)
In [24], the partition function was shown to be equivalent to the original S1 partition
function after keeping the relevant chiral modes by invoking the constraint. Here, we
would like to extend the results to ZN orbifolds generated by translations in the S1 and
dual S1. Roughly speaking, this amounts to studying whether the Poisson resummation
steps which were used to reproduce the closed string partition functions are consistent with
the addition of the twists. If the doubled formalism is quantum mechanically identical to
the original closed string theory, the Poisson resummations should reproduce the phase
factors in the shifted lattice sum Z
(δ′′,δ¯′′)
(δ′,δ¯′) in the closed string theory partition function
after chiral factorization.
The instanton sector of the partition function reads
Z =
∑
{n,n¯,mm¯}
exp
[
− (R(n+ δ′) +R−1(n¯+ δ¯′))2 pi|τ |2
4τ2
12
+
(
R(n+ δ′) +R−1(n¯+ δ¯′)
) (
R(m+ δ′′) +R−1(m¯+ δ¯′′)
) piτ1
2τ2
− (R(m+ δ′′) +R−1(m¯+ δ¯′′))2 pi
4τ2
]
× exp
[
− (R(n+ δ′)−R−1(n¯+ δ¯′))2 pi|τ |2
4τ2
+
(
R(n+ δ′)−R−1(n¯+ δ¯′)) (R(m+ δ′′)−R−1(m¯+ δ¯′′)) piτ1
2τ2
− (R(m+ δ′′)−R−1(m¯+ δ¯′′))2 pi
4τ2
]
, (3.6)
where the first factor corresponds to P and the second to Q. The phase factors arising
from the topological term read
exp
[
ipi((n+ δ′)(m¯+ δ¯′′)− (m+ δ′′)(n¯+ δ¯′))] (3.7)
In the absence of the twists, the topological term contributes a relative sign to each term
in the partition sum. To separate the sum, we write
R2 =
p
q
, p, q coprime integers, k = pq
and thus, (
R(n+ δ′)±R−1(n¯+ δ¯′)) = √k(n+ δ′
q
± n¯+ δ¯
′
p
)
. (3.8)
Substituting n = q(c + γq),m = q
′(d + γ′q) and n¯ = p(c¯ + γp), m¯ = p
′(d¯ + γ′p), where
c, c¯, d, d¯ ∈ Z and γk, γ′k ∈
{
0, 1
k
, . . . , k−1
k
}
, and letting h = c + c¯, l = c − c¯, i = d +
d¯, j = d − d¯, the partition function then reads (below, the set of summation indices is
I = {h, l, i, j, γ±, γ′±, φ, θ})
Z =
∑
I
1
2
exp
[
−kpi
4
{
(h+ γ+)
2 |τ |2
τ2
− 2(h+ γ+)(i+ γ′+)
τ1
τ2
+ (i+ γ′+)
2 1
τ2
}
+ 2pii (φh+ θi)
]
×1
2
exp
[
−kpi
4
{
(l + γ−)2
|τ |2
τ2
− 2(l + γ−)(j + γ′−)
τ1
τ2
+ (j + γ′−)
2 1
τ2
}
− 2pii (φl + θj)
]
exp
[
ipik
2
(
(l + γ−)(i+ γ′+)− (h+ γ+)(j + γ′−)
)]
(3.9)
where we have defined
γ± ≡ γq + δ′ ± (γp + δ¯′), γ′± ≡ γ′q + δ′′ ± (γ′p + δ¯′′), (3.10)
and we have inserted in the factors∑
φ,θ=0, 1
2
1
2
exp [2pii(φ(h− l) + θ(i− j))]
since the terms h − l and i − j are even. Note that each square-bracketed term in (3.9)
corresponds to the contributions from P , Q and the topological term respectively. Let us
write
Z = ZPZQZtop
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We now perform a Poisson resummation of i, j, replacing them with r, s respectively. After
some algebra, this yields (the topological term is absorbed into each of the following pieces)
ZP =
∑
Jp
1
2
√
4τ2
k
exp
[
− kpi
4
{
(h+ γ+)
2 |τ |2
τ2
− 2γ′+(h+ γ+)
τ1
τ2
+
(γ′+)
2
τ2
}
+ 2piiφh
+
ipik
2
(l + γ−)γ′+ −
4piτ2
k
(
r − θ + ik (h+ γ+)τ1
4τ2
− ikγ
′
+
4τ2
− k
4
(l + γ−)
)2 ]
=
∑√τ2
k
exp
[
τ2
(
−kpi
4
(h+ γ+)
2 − 4pik
(
r − θ
k
− 1
4
(l + γ−)
)2)
−2piiτ1(h+ γ+)(r − θ − k
4
(l − γ−)) + 2piiφh+ 2pii(r − θ)γ′+
]
(3.11)
and similarly,
ZQ =
∑
Jq
√
τ2
k
exp
[
τ2
(
−kpi
4
(l + γ−)2 − 4pik
(
s− θ
k
− 1
4
(h+ γ+)
)2)
+2piiτ1(l + γ−)(s− θ − k
4
(h+ γ+))− 2piiφl + 2pii(−r + θ)γ′−
]
(3.12)
where the summation indices are Jp = {h, l, r, s, φ, θ, γ±γ′+}, Jq = {h, l, r, s, φ, θ, γ±γ′−}.
At this point, the above expressions are of the same form as that presented in [24], with
the shift factors contained in the γ±, γ′± as shown in (3.10). We have used the Poisson
summation formula in (2.20). Then, invoking
τ2(a
2 + b2)− 2iτ1ab = 1
2i
(
τ(a+ b)2 − τ¯(a− b)2) (3.13)
we can write the partition function as
Z =
∑ τ2
k
exp
[
ipikτ
p2L
2
− ipikτ¯ p
2
R
2
+ 2pii(φh+ (r − θ)γ′+)
]
×exp
[
ipikτ
q2L
2
− ipikτ¯ q
2
R
2
+ 2pii(−φl + (s+ θ)γ′−)
]
× exp [2pii(wδ′′ + w¯δ¯′′)]
(3.14)
where the left and right-moving momentas are defined as
pL =
1
2
(h+ γ+)− 2
(
r − θ
k
− 1
4
(l + γ−)
)
, pR =
1
2
(h+ γ+) + 2
(
r − θ
k
− 1
4
(l + γ−)
)
(3.15)
qL =
1
2
(l + γ−)− 2
(
s+ θ
k
+
1
4
(h+ γ+)
)
, qR =
1
2
(l + γ−) + 2
(
s+ θ
k
+
1
4
(h+ γ+)
)
(3.16)
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We now sum over all γ′q, γ
′
p. Since
N−1∑
u=0
exp(2piiαu/N) =
{
N if α ≡ 0 mod N
0 otherwise
, (3.17)
the summation over γ′q, γ
′
p is reduced to a restricted sum over all r, s, θ as follows
r + s ≡ 0 mod q, r − s− 2θ ≡ 0 mod p. (3.18)
with a factor of k = pq which cancels the 1/k factor in (3.14). From (3.18), we can
introduce integers w, w¯ ∈ Z to write the momenta neatly as
pL =
n+ δ′
q
−
(
w
p
+
w¯
q
)
,
pR =
n¯+ δ¯′
p
+
(
w
p
+
w¯
q
)
qL = − n¯+ δ¯
′
q
−
(
w
p
− w¯
q
)
,
qR =
n+ δ′
q
+
(
w
p
− w¯
q
)
. (3.19)
But if we keep track of the phases δ′, δ′′, we see that in the momenta to be retained after
the chiral projection, we should have both δ¯′, δ′. Comparison with (2.23) reveals that
since the phases δ′′, δ¯′′ couple to w, w¯, the latter are the integers that count the effective
momenta and winding number modes. Consistency with the original orbifold partition
function leads to stringent constraints on what are the appropriates modes to retain when
we perform the chiral factorization in accordance with ∂z¯P = ∂zQ = 0.
In [24], the final step in demonstrating the equivalence between the ordinary partition
function and that of the doubled CFT is to identify pL and qR as the appropriate chiral and
anti-chiral pieces. This appears to be compatible with the constraint ∂z¯P = ∂zQ = 0, but
we note that in the Poisson resummation process, the topological term does mix modes
between P and Q, and thus labeling the modes by either P or Q is a subtle procedure
which has to be treated with care.
Consider first a ZN shift ‘symmetric’ orbifold which acts equally on the left-and right-
moving sectors. In this case, there is no orbifold action on X˜ which corresponds to taking
δ¯′ = δ¯′′ = 0. The independent modes to be summed over are n − w¯ and w. Removing
the parts which depend on pR, qL requires these contributions to be factorized out and
this can be done since we can treat n¯ + w and w¯ as independent modes. After that, the
partition function of this ’symmetric’ orbifold reads (after relabeling w → −w)
Zsym =
∑
n−w¯,w
e−2piiδ
′′wq
1
4
p2L q¯
1
4
q2R (3.20)
This is indeed the correct expression as we have briefly discussed in Section 2. Recall that
(3.20) is nothing but Trδ′
(
sˆNδ
′′
q
1
4
p2L q¯
1
4
q2R
)
.
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Unfortunately, such an equivalence appears to fail when we consider the case in which
the orbifold shift acts asymmetrically, i.e. for non-zero δ¯′′, δ¯′. If we insist on factorizing
out pR, qL, we can immediately see that we cannot capture the effect of δ¯
′. However,
the factor e2piiδ¯
′′w¯ is in the right place though, since the insertion of the dual translation
operator couples to the winding modes (whereas as we have seen, the insertion of the
translation (in X) operator couples to the momentum modes). Of course, this ought
to be further augmented by multiplying a phase factor e−2piiδ
′′n since it is n − w¯ that is
present in the summation as winding numbers.
One may attempt to remedy this situation by studying if it’s possible to express the
squares of sum in the exponential arguments of the various momenta differently, such that
we retain both δ′, δ¯′. For example, suppose we redefine the left- and right-moving degrees
of freedom as
p˜L =
1√
2
(
n+ δ′
q
+
n¯+ δ¯′
p
− 2w¯
q
)
p˜R =
1√
2
(
n+ δ′
q
+
n¯+ δ¯′
p
+ 2
w
q
)
q˜L =
1√
2
(
n+ δ′
q
− n¯+ δ¯
′
p
− 2w
q
)
q˜R =
1√
2
(
n+ δ′
q
− n¯+ δ¯
′
p
− 2w¯
q
)
, (3.21)
and we attempt to retain the relevant parts of the partition function by some form of
chiral factorization, the independent modes to sum over can only be {n¯ + 2w, n} and
{n¯, n − 2w¯}. These two sets, unlike the earlier case of the symmetric orbifold, are not
independent, but we can still separate them into chiral blocks by summing over even and
odd n, n¯ separately. Let’s define u = n¯+ 2w, v = n− 2w¯. Then the parity of u, v follows
that of n, n¯ respectively. Thus the complete partition function is a sum of four distinct
sectors depending on whether n, n¯ are even or odd, i.e.
Z =
∑
n,n¯∈2Z,2Z+1
Z
(p˜L)
v+n¯Z
(q˜R)
v−n¯Z
(q˜L)
n−uZ
(p˜R)
n+u .
The chiral factorization procedure then amounts to setting Z(q˜L)Z(p˜R) = 1. Yet this is
problematic because the phase factors δ′′, δ¯′′ must couple to w, w¯ with the latter being
momentum and winding integral modes. This clearly does not agree with the expressions
in (3.21).
Thus far, we have followed rather closely the approach in [24]. When the orbifold
action acts purely on X, and is thus symmetric and geometric, the closed string partition
function can be recovered in a consistent fashion by chiral factorization. When the orbifold
action is asymmetric and thus non-geometric, we find that the same procedure seems to
require some modification. It turns out that we need to couple additional phase factors
to the partition trace when δ¯′, δ¯′′ 6= 0. As we shall shortly point out, exactly the same
phase factors arise in the conventional theory too.
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3.2 Some pairing phase factors
We have argued that it does not seem possible to reduce the instanton part of the doubled
partition function to the correct physical one by merely assuming dX˜ = (n¯+ δ¯′)α2 +(m¯+
δ¯′′)α1. Let us introduce some additional phase factors when computing Z
(δ′′,δ¯′′)
(δ′,δ¯′) right
from the outset. These phase factors measure the asymmetric (and hence non-geometric)
nature of the orbifold. We now compute the doubled partition function with the inclusion
of the following phase factor
exp
[
2pii
(
δ¯′m− δ¯′′(n+ δ′))] (3.22)
in the sum over all modes in the starting step (3.6). We find that we can indeed recover
the appropriate doubled lattice sum reducible to (2.23) after chiral factorization. Since
we have already illustrated in detail this procedure (a rather simple extension of what
was done in [24]), we choose not to be repetitive and instead present a somewhat shorter
derivation that leads to the same partition function. We will perform separate Poisson
resummations m → w, m¯ → w¯ which are the winding modes along the Euclidean time
direction. It turns out that after resumming, the Lagrangian admits a unique splitting
into a sum of the square of four distinct momenta terms, two of which are multiplied
to τ and the other two to τ¯ , thus allowing us to interpret them as pL,R, qL,R. Although
this shorter derivation is presented mainly for the purpose of efficiency, we should bear
in mind that for a slightly more rigorous argument that allows us to discard half of the
chiral modes away in the final step, the longer derivation presented earlier is tighter in
logic. In the next section on more general toroidal backgrounds, we shall follow the more
expedient derivation, leaving the longer exercise for any keen reader.
In any case, the fact that the doubled partition function can be chirally factorized is
not trivial. The inclusion of the topological term plays a crucial role. Its dependence
on the winding numbers exactly accounts for its needed appearance to ensure that the
doubled sigma model is invariant under large gauge transformations. On the other hand,
in our computations, this topological term governs the correct mixture of the momenta
and winding degrees of freedom of X and X˜.
Including the phase factors (3.22), we thus begin with the instanton sum
Zcl. =
∑
n,m,n¯,m¯
exp
[
−2pii(δ¯′′(n+ δ′) + δ′′δ¯′)− pi|τ |
2
2τ2
(
R2(n+ δ′)2 +R−2(n¯+ δ¯′)2
)]
×exp
[
−piR
2
2τ2
(m+ δ′′)2 + 2pii
(
Rτ1
2iτ2
(n+ δ′)− 1
2R
(n¯− δ¯′)
)
R(m+ δ′′)
]
×exp
[
− pi
2τ2R2
(m¯+ δ¯′′)2 + 2pii
(
τ1
2iRτ2
(n¯+ δ¯′) +
R
2
(n+ δ′)
)
R−1(m¯+ δ¯′′)
]
(3.23)
Then, we proceed to perform separate Poisson resummations m→ w and m¯→ w starting
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from (3.23). After some algebra, we arrive at8
Zcl. =
∑
n,w,n¯,w¯
(2τ2)exp
[
− 2piτ2
(
w
R
+
τ1R
2iτ2
(n+ δ′)− 1
2R
(n¯− δ¯′) + iδ
′′R
2τ2
)2
− piδ
′′2R2
2τ2
−2piτ2
(
w¯
R
+
τ1
2iτ2R
(n¯+ δ¯′) +
R
2
(n+ δ′) + i
δ¯′′
2τ2R
)2
− piδ¯
′′2
2τ2R2
+2pii
(
τ1
2iτ2R2
(n¯+ δ¯′) +
1
2
(n+ δ′)
)
δ¯′′ + 2pii
(
τ1R
2
2iτ2
(n+ δ′)− 1
2
(n¯− δ¯′)
)
δ′′
−pi|τ |
2
2τ2
(
R2(n+ δ′)2 +R−2(n¯+ δ¯′)2
)− 2pii(δ¯′′n+ δ′δ¯′′)] (3.24)
Consider first the terms which are multiplied by the phase δ′′, δ¯′′. They amount to the
phase factors
exp
[−2piiδ′′(w + δ¯′)− 2piiδ¯′′(w¯ + n+ δ′)] (3.25)
which turns out to be the appropriate phase factors that should appear in the asymmetric
orbifold partition function. The other terms in the exponential argument simplify to read
ipiτ
2
([
(n+ w¯ + δ′)R +
(w + δ¯′)
R
]2
+
[
n¯− w
R
+ w¯R
]2)
−ipiτ¯
2
([
(n+ w¯ + δ′)R− (w + δ¯
′)
R
]2
+
[
n¯− w
R
− w¯R
]2)
(3.26)
Defining
pL = (n+ w¯ + δ
′)R +
(w + δ¯′)
R
, pR =
n¯− w
R
+ w¯R
qL =
n¯− w
R
− w¯R, qR = (n+ w¯ + δ′)R− (w + δ¯
′)
R
, (3.27)
we see that the doubled partition function, including the quantum fluctuations (see Section
6), can be simplified to read
Z =
1
|η|2
∑
n,n¯,w,w¯
e−2pii[δ
′′(w+δ¯′)+δ¯′′(w¯+n+δ′)]q
1
4
(p2L+q
2
L)q¯
1
4
(p2R+q
2
R). (3.28)
Factoring out pR and qL, the complete partition function now agrees with what we would
expect in a conventional computation. It is noteworthy that the discarded modes do not
capture any of the orbifold phases {δ′, δ¯′, δ′′, δ¯′′}. We view this as a simple consistency
check of the chiral factorization procedure. Our result demonstrates that at the asym-
metric orbifold point, one can consistently remove the unphysical states from the doubled
8Each of the Poisson resummation process generates
√
2τ2/R2 and
√
2τ2R2 which combine to yield a
pre-factor 2τ2 in (3.23). The absence of R holds some implications for higher-genus worldsheets and we
shall discuss this later in Section 5.
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theory to recover the spectrum of the asymmetric orbifold. The non-geometric action of
the orbifold manifests itself as complex phase factors when one writes down the lattice
sum.
Our introduction of the phase factors (3.22) might appear to be rather contrived,
hence we must now point out that these factors actually arise in an identical fashion in
the ordinary theory. Beginning from (2.23), one can check that a Poisson resummation
of w yields the instanton sum
Zcl. ∼
∑
m,n
e[2pii(δ¯
′m−δ¯′′(n+δ′))]e−
piR2
τ2
|τ(n+δ′)−(m+δ′′)|2
(3.29)
where we observe that the complex phase factors that arise are precisely (3.22). It was
noted in [25] that generically, the partition functions of asymmetric orbifolds can be
constructed from the chiral blocks of associated symmetric orbifolds where the orbifold
action GL,R is symmetrized in each block F and that sewing these blocks together requires,
in general for modular covariance, a pairing matrix K.
Symbolically, as explained in [25], we can write the ‘block’ Zgh of the asymmetric orbifold
with h = (hL;hR), g = (gL; gR) as
Zgh(pL, pR; τ, τ¯) = FgLhL(pL; τ)FgRhR(pR; τ) (3.30)
with the full partition function being
ZG(τ, τ¯) =
1
|G|
∑
g,h
∑
pL,R
K(pL, pR, hL, hR, gL, gR)FgLhL(pL; τ)FgRhR(pR; τ) (3.31)
where |G| is the order of the orbifold group. It is interesting to see that the doubled sigma
model presents a theory for which the computation of the one-loop partition function
involves naturally a pairing of some left and right chiral blocks. In this picture, the
phase factors in (3.25) appears as a pairing phase matrix that pairs up the blocks. It
would be interesting to explore this connnection genuinely by working in the operator
formalism [31]. What we have demonstrated is the quantum equivalence between the
doubled sigma model and the conventional one via a simple chiral factorization process. In
the following Sections, we shall continue to extend our result in several natural directions:
(i)the general toroidal background with B field (ii)higher-genus worldsheet (iii)N = 1
worldsheet supersymmetry.
4 More general toroidal compactifications
Now, we lift our analysis of the previous two sections to higher-dimensional toroidal
backgrounds with the general metric Gmn and the Kalb-Ramond field Bmn. Before that,
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let us first derive the lattice sum of such a background (without orbifolding) by resumming
the winding modes along the Euclidean time direction. In the following treatment, all
X i are dimensionless periodic coordinates coordinates. The d−dimensional torus is T d =
Rd/Λd where Λ is the compactification lattice with metric Gmn. Similar to (3.4), we can
write
Lr = dXr + nrα2 +m
rα1, (4.1)
L˜r = dX˜r + n¯rα2 + m¯rα1, (4.2)
with the choice of the position of the index r being such that all winding numbers are
integral in (4.1). The classical action reads
− Scl = pi
τ2
Gmn (w
m
2 − wm1 τ) (wn2 − wn1 τ¯) + 2piiBmnwm1 wn2
= −
(
piwm2 Amnw
n
2 − 2piiRmwm2 +
piGmn
τ2
wm1 w
n
1 |τ |2
)
(4.3)
where we have defined
Amn =
Gmn
τ2
, Rm = Bmnw
n
1 − i
Gmnw
n
1 τ1
τ2
A Poisson resummation of all wm2 → nm yields
− Scl = −pi
(
nm −Rm + iτ1wm
τ2
)
τ2G
mn
(
nn −Rn + iτ1wn
τ2
)
− w
2|τ |2
τ2
= −pi (τ2 (naGabnb + waGabwb − 2Babwbna + wmwnBimBin)− 2iτ1wana)(4.4)
It turns out that the above sum takes a more illuminating form
− Scl = piiτP
2
L
2
− piiτ¯P
2
R
2
(4.5)
where the left- and right-moving momenta depend on the fields and the vielbeins
P{L,R}a = ema
(
wm ± (Gmknk +Bmnwn)
)
, Gmn ≡ ηabema enb
Recall that the factorized T-duality element that relates X˜ to X induces the following
action on the metric and the B field.
G˜mn =
(
Gmn −BmaGabBbn
)−1
, B˜mn =
(
Bmn −Gma
(
B−1
)ab
Gbn
)−1
(4.6)
Yet we do not need explicit knowledge of (4.6) since we are starting from (2.7). We now
proceed to compute the partition function of the doubled sigma model and investigate
whether it is possible to discard the unphysical modes by chiral factorization. Our starting
point is the action (2.7), with the topological term ipi dX ∧ dX˜. Substituting (2.5) into
(2.7), we find that the various terms assemble to be
Zcl. =
∑
{n,n¯,m,m¯}
exp
[
− pi|τ |
2
4τ2
[
(eai −Bimema)ni + ejan¯j
]2 − pi
4τ2
[
(eai −Bimema)mi + ejam¯j
]2
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+
piτ1
2τ2
[
(eai −Bimema)ni + ejan¯j
] [
(eai −Bimema)mi + ejam¯j
]
− pi|τ |
2
4τ2
[
(eai +Bime
ma)ni − ejan¯j
]2 − pi
4τ2
[
(eai +Bime
ma)mi − ejam¯j
]2
+
piτ1
2τ2
[
(eai +Bime
ma)ni − ejan¯j
] [
(eai +Bime
ma)mi − ejam¯j
]
+ipi
(
njm¯j − n¯kmk
) ]
(4.7)
We then proceed similarly to the S1 target space case. To simplify the algorithm, we shall
perform Poisson resummation of m and m¯, replacing them with w and w¯. As mentioned
earlier, this effectively turns out to be equivalent to resumming m ± m¯ which was done
for the S1 case earlier. Let us first check the result in the simpler case of vanishing B
field. One can see that when B = 0, the terms in m and m¯ do not mix, and the Poisson
resummation can be done independently to yield
Zcl = (2τ2)
d
∑
{n,n¯,w,w¯}
exp
[
− 2piτ2Gij
(
w¯i +
1
2
ni − iτ1
2τ2
Gkin¯k
)(
w¯j +
1
2
nj − iτ1
2τ2
Gkjn¯k
)
−2piτ2Gij
(
wi +
1
2
n¯i +
iτ1
2τ2
Gkin
k
)(
wj +
1
2
n¯j +
iτ1
2τ2
Gkjn
k
)
−pi|τ |
2
2τ2
(
Gijn
inj +Gikn¯in¯k
) ]
= (2τ2)
d
∑
{n,n¯,w,w¯}
exp
[
− 2piτ2
(
Gij(w¯
i +
1
2
ni)(w¯j +
1
2
nj) +Gij(wi +
1
2
n¯i)(wj +
1
2
n¯j)
+
1
4
(Gijn
inj +Gijn¯in¯j)
)
+ 2piiτ1
(
n¯kw¯
k − nkwk
) ]
= (2τ2)
d
∑
{n,n¯,w,w¯}
exp
[
− 2piτ2
(
Gijw¯
jw¯i +Gijwiwj +
1
2
(Gijn
inj +Gijn¯in¯j) +G
ijn¯iwj
)
+2piiτ1
(
n¯iw¯
i − niwi
) ]
. (4.8)
The last line of (4.8) is identical in form to what we have for the doubled sigma model for
a circle target space, with the metric Gij contracting the various indices. After factoring
out the appropriate modes, and combining with the quantum part which comes from the
oscillators, we again have the correct contribution to the partition function which reads
Z =
1
|η|2d
∑
PL,PR
e
ipi
2
τP 2Le−
ipi
2
τ¯P 2R , P(L,R)a = e
m
a
(
wm ±Gmk(nk + w¯k)
)
, P 2 ≡ ηabPaPb
(4.9)
We now include the B field. In (4.7), we can see that it mixes the m, m¯ terms. We find
it more convenient to perform a Poisson resummation of m¯ → w¯ first. To see this, let’s
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assemble the m¯ terms which read
Zcl. = (2τ2)
d
∑
{n,n¯,m,m¯}
exp
[
− pi
2τ2
Gikm¯im¯k+
[
pi
τ2
BijG
jkmi +
piτ1
τ2
(emn¯m −Bijejni)ek + ipink
]
m¯k+. . .
]
After Poisson resumming m¯, the terms quadratic in m read − pi
2τ2
mkmlBkjG
jmBml which
cancels away an identical term coming from the P part of the action to yield the term
− pi
2τ2
Gijm
imj + . . . . in the argument of the exponential. Since the metric can be inverted
explicitly, we can proceed to Poisson resum m easily. One can check that if we choose to
Poisson resum m first, the quadratic term in m does not allow one to invert the matrix
as neatly. The Poisson resummation of m¯ yields
Zcl. = (2τ2)
d/2
√
Det(G)
∑
{n,n¯,m,w¯}
exp
[
− pi
2τ2
Gikm
imk + 2pii
{
Bik
(
w¯k +Dk
)− 1
2
n¯i
+
τ1
4iτ2
[
(e−l e
−
i + e
+
l e
+
i )n
l + (eke−i − eke+i )n¯k
]}
mi
−2piτ2Gij(w¯i +Di)(w¯j +Dj)− pi|τ |
2
4τ2
[
(e−i n
i + ejn¯j)
2 + (e+i n
i − ejn¯j)2
]]
(4.10)
where we have defined
Dk =
τ1
2iτ2
(
Grkn¯r −BrmGmknr
)
+
1
2
nk, e±i = ei ±Bijej
The term linear in m¯ simplify to read
Ki = Bik(w¯
k +
1
2
nk)− 1
2
n¯i +
τ1
2iτ2
Glin
l.
After Poisson resumming m → w, the instanton partition function can be simplified to
become
Zcl. = (2τ2)
d
∑
{n,n¯,w,w¯}
exp
[
− 2piτ2Gik(wi +Ki)(wk +Kk)− 2piτ2Gij(w¯i +Di)(w¯j +Dj)
−pi|τ |
2
4τ2
(
2(nan
a +BamG
mkBbkn
anb) + 2n¯an¯a − 4BimGmknin¯k
) ]
. (4.11)
The terms in τ 21 can be checked to cancel nicely, and it turns out that (4.11) can be
massaged into the form
Zcl. = (2τ2)
d
∑
{n,n¯,w,w¯}
exp
[
− 2piτ2
(
Gikwiwk +Gikw¯
iw¯k +
1
2
Gikn
ink +
1
2
Gikn¯in¯k
−Gikn¯iwk +Gikniw¯k + 2wkw¯nBkn + winjBij − w¯in¯jBj i
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+ [2w¯mw¯n + 2nmw¯n + nmnn]BkmBkn
)
+ ipiτ1
(
2niwi + 2n¯iw¯
i
) ]
(4.12)
More suggestively terms of τ, τ¯ , (4.12) reads
Zcl. = (2τ2)
d
∑
{n,n¯,w,w¯}
exp
[
ipi
2
τ
(
(n+ w¯ +B(n+ w¯) + w)2 + (n¯− w −Bw¯ + w¯)2)
−ipi
2
τ¯
(
(n¯− w −Bw¯ − w¯)2 + (−(n+ w¯) +B(n+ w¯) + w)2) ] (4.13)
where we have suppressed all indices (raised/lowered by metric G) to unveil the resem-
blance of the structure of the expression to that of the S1 case. As was the case previously,
we note that the splitting of the terms into sum of two squares is unique. Recall that in
our presentation for the S1 target space, apart from a small ambiguity that arises from
the topological term, each term in the doubled sigma model’s action can be attributed
to either P or Q neatly. This is as it should formally be. Although we have presented a
shorter derivation, the final result is identical. The only caveat lies in identifying which
terms belong to that of P or Q degrees of freedom. The expression in (4.12) can be seen
to be the correct generalization of the result first presented in [24] for the S1 target space.
Just as in that scenario, we should identify the independent momentum and winding
modes as
winding modes : u ≡ n+ w¯, w¯
momentum modes : w, v ≡ n¯− w (4.14)
Finally, restoring the indices, we can then identify all the left- and right-moving momenta
as
pLa = e
m
a
(
wm +Bmku
k +Gmku
k
)
pRa = e
m
a
(
vm −Bmkw¯k −Gmkw¯k
)
qLa = e
m
a
(
vm −Bmkw¯k +Gmkw¯k
)
qRa = e
m
a
(
wm +Bmku
k −Gmkuk
)
(4.15)
and taking into account the quantum part due to the oscillators, the doubled partition
function reads
Z =
1
|η|2d
∑
pL,R,qL,R
exp
[
1
2
ipiτp2L −
1
2
ipiτ¯p2R
]
exp
[
1
2
ipiτq2L −
1
2
ipiτ¯q2R
]
(4.16)
The constraint can then be implemented immediately by discarding the qL, pR modes,
similar to the S1 case. We have thus shown that starting from the doubled sigma model
action, we can arrive at the correct physical theory by chiral factorization. This generalizes
the result in [24] to general toroidal backgrounds. In several aspects, this is not a trivial
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consistency check because this derivation is sensitive to how the B field couples to the
original X and X˜ terms. The topological term plays an essential role here as well. That we
recover the correct partition function at the end is a non-trivial evidence for the structure
of the doubled sigma model’s Lagrangian and whether it allows us to implement the
constraint, at least in this specific computation, as a form of chiral factorization.
Translational orbifolds can be defined via shifts in the torus lattice, similar to what
was discussed in 3. Proving the quantum equivalence is similar in spirit to the S1 case,
so we shall leave the exercise to the reader.
5 Higher-Genus worldsheets
Let g denote the worldsheet genus. Then the complete string partition function reads
Zg =
∫
dh dXexp
[
− 1
4pi
∫
Mg
dτdσ
√
hhmnGij∂mX
i∂nX
j + mnBij∂mX
i∂nX
j
]
(5.1)
where we integrate over all worldsheet metrics h that are compatible with genus g. Let us
define the canonical homological cycles (aα, bα) of Mg as follows. Define ωα, α = 1, 2, . . . g
be the holomorphic one-forms that span H(1,0)(Mg,Z), and the g × g period matrix τ be
ταβ =
∫
aα
ωβ,
∫
bα
ωβ = δαβ,
∫
aα
dX i = 2piniα,
∫
bα
dX i = 2pimiα (5.2)
where we have defined niα,m
i
α to be the d×g−dimensional winding and momentum vector
modes. The complete partition function in (5.1) can be written as an integral over all the
3g−3 modular parameters. In the following, we shall first consider the classical instanton
sector of the partition function, reserving the discussion of the quantum part to Section 6.
The winding numbers along each cycle are now d× g-dimensional vectors. The partition
function reads
Zcl.(G,B, τ) =
∑
n,m
exp
[
− pimiα( 1
τ2
)αβGijm
jβ − piniα(τ2 + τ1 1
τ2
τ1)αβGijn
jβ
+pi2niα(τ1
1
τ2
)αβGijm
jβ + 2ipimiαBijn
jα
]
(5.3)
This can be Poisson resummed just as in the torus case. The result is known (see for
example [22]) and the classical zero modes’ part can be cast into the familiar form
Det(τ2)
d/2
∑
(~k,~m)∈Z2dg
q
1
4
PaLαταβP
a
Lβ q¯
1
4
PaRατ¯αβP
a
Rβ (5.4)
where the dependence of pL,R on the winding and momentum vectors (~k, ~m) and the fields
G,B are identical in form to (4.15).
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Let us now recover (5.4) in the doubled formalism. In the following, to avoid cluttering
of indices, we shall suppress the Greek indices, bearing in mind the matrix nature of τ .
The various terms assemble to be a straightforward generalization of (4.7).
Zcl. =
∑
n,n¯,m,m¯
exp
[
− pi
4
[
(eai −Bimema)ni + ejan¯j
](
τ2 + τ1
1
τ2
τ1
)[
(eai −Bimema)ni + ejan¯j
]
−pi
4
[
(eai −Bimema)mi + ejam¯j
] 1
τ2
[
(eai −Bimema)mi + ejam¯j
]
+
pi
2
[
(eai −Bimema)ni + ejan¯j
]
τ1
1
τ2
[
(eai −Bimema)mi + ejam¯j
]
−pi
4
[
(eai +Bime
ma)ni − ejan¯j
](
τ2 + τ1
1
τ2
τ1
)[
(eai +Bime
ma)ni − ejan¯j
]
−pi
4
[
(eai +Bime
ma)mi − ejam¯j
] 1
τ2
[
(eai +Bime
ma)mi − ejam¯j
]
+
pi
2
[
(eai +Bime
ma)ni − ejan¯j
]
τ1
1
τ2
[
(eai +Bime
ma)mi − ejam¯j
]
+ipi
(
njm¯j − n¯kmk
) ]
(5.5)
Similar to the one-loop case, for the case of vanishing B field, the terms in m and m¯ do
not mix, and we can perform independent Poisson resummations to obtain
Zcl. =
∑
n,n¯,w,w¯
exp
[
− 2pi
(
Gij(w¯
i +
1
2
ni)τ2(w¯
j +
1
2
nj) +Gij(wi +
1
2
n¯i)τ2(wj +
1
2
n¯j)
+
1
4
(Gijn
iτ2n
j +Gijn¯iτ2n¯j)
)
+ 2pii
(
n¯kτ1w¯
k − nkτ1wk
) ]
(5.6)
This form is essentially the same as the one-loop case, and after factoring out the appro-
priate modes, we obtain the expected partition function. We now proceed to include the
B field. The modes in m, m¯ are now mixed, but performing a Poisson resummation of m¯,
we obtain
Zcl. = (Det(G))
−g/2 (Det(τ2))
d/2
∑
n,n¯,m,w¯
exp
[
− pi
2
Gikm
i 1
τ2
mk + 2pii
{
Bik
(
w¯k +Dk
)− 1
2
n¯i
+
[
(e−l e
−
i + e
+
l e
+
i )n
l + (eke−i − eke+i )n¯k
]
τ1
1
4iτ2
}
mi
−2piGij(w¯i +Di)τ2(w¯j +Dj)− pi
4
[
(e−i n
i + ejn¯j)
(
τ2 + τ1
1
τ2
τ1
)
(e−i n
i + ejn¯j)
+(e+i n
i − ejn¯j)
(
τ2 + τ1
1
τ2
τ1
)
(e+i n
i − ejn¯j)
]]
(5.7)
where we have defined
Dk =
(
Grkn¯r −BrmGmknr
)
τ1
1
2iτ2
+
1
2
nk, e±i = ei ±Bijej
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The term linear in m¯ simplifies to read
Ki = Bik(w¯
k +
1
2
nk)− 1
2
n¯i +Glin
lτ1
1
2iτ2
After Poisson resumming m → w, the instanton part of the partition function can be
simplified to read
Zcl. = (Det(τ2))
d
∑
n,n¯,w,w¯
exp
[
− 2piGik(wi +Ki)τ2(wk +Kk)− 2piGij(w¯i +Di)τ2(w¯j +Dj)
−pi
4
(
2(na
(
τ2 + τ1
1
τ2
τ1
)
na +BamG
mkBbkn
a
(
τ2 + τ1
1
τ2
τ1
)
nb) + 2n¯a
(
τ2 + τ1
1
τ2
τ1
)
n¯a
−4BimGmkni
(
τ2 + τ1
1
τ2
τ1
)
n¯k
)]
(5.8)
It is straightforward to verify that (5.8) can be massaged into the form (again, just like
in (4.13), we suppress all indices to let the form of the expression be more revealing)
Zcl. = (Det(τ2))
d
∑
n,n¯,w,w¯
exp
[
ipi
2
((n+ w¯ +B(n+ w¯) + w)τ(n+ w¯ +B(n+ w¯) + w))
+
ipi
2
((n¯− w −Bw¯ + w¯)τ(n¯− w −Bw¯ + w¯))
−ipi
2
((n¯− w −Bw¯ − w¯)τ¯(n¯− w −Bw¯ − w¯))
−ipi
2
((−(n+ w¯) +B(n+ w¯) + w)τ¯(−(n+ w¯) +B(n+ w¯) + w))
]
(5.9)
We can identify all left- and right-moving momenta as
pαLa = e
m
a
(
wαm +Bmku
αk +Gmku
αk
)
pαRa = e
m
a
(
vαm −Bmkw¯αk −Gmkw¯αk
)
qαLa = e
m
a
(
vαm −Bmkw¯αk +Gmkw¯αk
)
qαRa = e
m
a
(
wαm +Bmku
αk −Gmkuαk
)
(5.10)
where we have restored all the indices. Factoring out pR, qL, we obtain the correct partition
function. Thus, we see from this section that the evaluation of the classical instanton
contribution to the higher-genus partition function is rather straightforward when all the
winding and momenta zero modes are defined with respect to the canonical basis of cycles
of the Riemann surface.
In the bulk of our discussion in all previous sections, we have been mostly deriving
the classical instanton part of the doubled partition function. In the next section, we
shall discuss the contribution of the string oscillators to the doubled partition functions.
For the general toroidal background and even on higher-genus worldsheets, we shall see
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that the quantum part factorizes into a product of holomorphic and anti-holomorphic
functions. Imposing the constraint amounts to a neat removal of half of the holomorphic
(and anti-holomorphic) functions, and thus we obtain the correct contribution to Z. We
shall also see in Section 7 that for the supersymmetric theory, this is the case for the
fermions as well.
6 On the contributions of the quantum oscillators to
the partition function
In this section, we fill up the gap in all the previous sections where the focus was exclu-
sively on understanding how half of the classical instantons or zero modes are retained
consistently, so that upon chiral factorization of the Hamiltonian representation of the
partition function, we recover the correct partition function. A definitive statement on
the consistency of such an approach should of course be accompanied by checking that
the quantum part of the partition function - due to the oscillator modes - can be reduced
appropriately by chiral factorization.
In the doubled formalism, we have emphasized that it is crucial that the Lagrangian can
be written as a sum of doubled sets of kinetic terms of P and Q. We have seen explicitly
that this is true for the N = 1 worldsheet and for the general toroidal background. Chiral
factorization means that we keep the holomorphic part of P and the anti-holomorphic part
of Q. This can be done straightforwardly if the quantum part of the partition function
contains |F (τ)|2 for some complex function F (τ).
Nonetheless there is a rather important subtlety that arises when we think about
higher-genus string worldsheets that is not so apparent from a one-loop computation.
For each classical instanton sector, recall that after a Poisson resummation, we obtain
some prefactors containing the determinants of the target space metric tensor and the
imaginary part of the period matrix. Explicitly,
Zcl. = (Det(τ2))
d
2 (Det(G))−
g
2
∑
pL,pR
exp
[
ipi
2
(pL)αταβ(pL)β − ipi
2
(pR)ατ¯αβ(pR)β
]
(6.1)
On the other hand, the quantum part of the partition function that takes into account
the oscillator modes reads
Zq. =
√
Det(G)
(Det(τ2))
d
2 |ηg|2
(6.2)
where ηg is an appropriate generalization of the Dedekind eta-function that comes from
computing the determinant of the scalar Laplacian on higher-genus surfaces. We note that
the factor of
√
Det(G) originates from the zero mode of Xµ and measures the volume of
the target space. Taking the product of Zcl. and Zq., we see that while Det(τ2) cancels
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away, there is a remnant factor of (Det(G))(1−g)/2. This factor implies that on its own,
the partition function is not T-duality invariant. As is well-known, this factor of Det(G)
precisely matches the T-duality covariance of the dilaton. Recall that the complete closed
string partition function is a sum over all genus. Schematically, we can write
Zstring =
∞∑
g=0
e(1−g)ΦZg (6.3)
where Zg is Zcl.Zq. at each genus g. Under T-duality, the dilaton transforms such that
the following quantity is a T-duality invariant.
Φ + Log
√
DetG (6.4)
Thus, we see that at each genus, T-duality is a symmetry. In the doubled formalism, we
have seen that in computing Zcl., the factor of Det(G) cancels away and is absent after
Poisson resumming the winding modes along the Euclidean time direction. (Note that we
still have the factor of (Det(τ2))
d. ) On the other hand, for the quantum part, since the
metric G is just 1
2
×12d×2d, we retrieve a factor of some power of 2 which cancels away an
identical factor in Zcl. This leaves us simply with the function |ηg|2 in the denominator
and the sum of all left and right-moving momenta. We thus observe that there is no
dependence on Det(G). This point suggests that in the doubled formalism, the scalar
field that plays the role of the dilaton should be invariant under T-duality.
Indeed, as was explained in [1], this is the case. In the doubled theory, the parent
T-duality invariant dilaton field φ presents itself in a Fradkin-Tseytlin term that reads
SFT =
∫
d2σ
√
hφR. (6.5)
where R is the worldsheet’s Ricci scalar. The relation to the usual dilaton field that
transforms under (6.4) is manifest after integrating over the auxiliary fields as contained
in the term 1
4
GijDi ∧ ∗Dj. This yields a determinant which replaces the φ-term in (6.5)
with [36, 37]
Φ = φ− 1
2
log(Det(Gij)). (6.6)
T-duality transformation rule allows us to identify Φ as the dilaton field. To relate this
fact to our calculations, we note that integrating out the auxiliary fields in the Lagrangian
picture, the spectrum of the theory is what we should obtain after performing the chiral
factorization. In the latter procedure, within the framework that we considered, there
is no principle that dictates us to put in a factor of (Det(G))−g/2 in Zq. after imposing
the constraint. Although the final result is consistent with a T-duality invariant φ, it
would be important to develop a thorough understanding of how the chiral factorization
procedure applies to φ. It was mentioned in [1] that the expectation value of e−φ is the
string field theory coupling constant of [1]. It appears that a more complete and natural
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language for the higher-genus worldsheet theory lies in string fields [38, 39]. Our results
only demonstrates consistency for the theory as a perturbation series in the expectation
value of φ.
Finally, before we proceed to the next section, let us briefly describe |ηg| that we alluded
to in (6.2). We simply wish to point out that it is of the form |F (τ)| as this is necessary
for chiral factorization to work. We leave pedagogical details to Appendix A while briefly
pointing a couple of crucial facts for our argument. Let us first write the one-loop result
in a slightly different form. For a flat torus with metric ds2 = |dz|
2
τ2
, ∇2(τ) = −τ2 ∂2∂z∂z¯ .
After excluding the zero eigenvalues, and using zeta function regularization, we can write
Det′
(∇2) = 4τ2|η(τ)|4 = 4τ2e−S(τ)12pi ∞∏
m=1
|1− qm|4 (6.7)
where
SL(τ) =
i
2
∫ ∫
D
∣∣∣∣∂logρ∂w
∣∣∣∣2 dwdw¯ = 4pi2τ2, ρ(w) = 14pi2τ2|w|2 , D = {w ∈ C : |q| < |w| ≤ 1}
(6.8)
This is motivated by describing the torus as the Schottky uniformization of the elliptic
curve Γ\C where Γ is the cyclic group generated by the dilation w → qw, with D as the
fundamental region, and w = e2piiz, with the metric ds2 = ρ(w, w¯)|dw|2. The function
SL(τ) is known as the classical Liouville action defined on the Schottky space that we just
described.
In the case of higher-genera worldsheets, it is useful to write the Laplacian determinant
in a form that manifestly admits chiral factorization. As a common approach [40], the
determinant is computed for a Riemann surface X by regarding it as the upper half
plane H uniformized by some Fuchsian group, in which case it depends on the Selberg
zeta function which is expressed in terms of real quantities and hence it may not be
obvious as to how we can holomorphically factorize the determinant if we wish to show
the equivalence between the doubled and ordinary sigma model. But we point out that
a result due to Zograf [41] yields an expression for the determinant equivalent to the
chiral factorization of the Selberg zeta function. This relies on a description of X by the
quotient of a suitable domain of the Riemann sphere by Schotty groups. As explained in
the Appendix, it is useful to think of the commutative diagram
H Ω
X
J
pif pis
where pif : H→ X and pis : Ω→ X are the quotient maps corresponding to the Fuchsian
and Schottky groups respectively, and J is a covering map (see Appendix).
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We can now write down the higher-genus generalization straightforwardly. Following
[41], the determinant of the scalar Laplacian on the higher genus surface can be written
as
Det′∇2 = (Detτ2) exp
(
− SL
12pi
)
|F |2, F =
∏
{γ}
∞∏
m=0
(
1− q1+mγ
)
(6.9)
where qγ is the multiplier of γ ∈ Γ and γ runs over all distinct primitive9 conjugacy
classes in Γ excluding the identity, and SL is the classical Lioville action defined on
the higher-genus Schottky space (for the torus, SL = −piLog|q|2). In the context of
chiral factorization, imposing the constraint is effectively equivalent to taking the square
root of the determinant, retaining the factors e−
SL
24piF (τ) and e−
SL
24piF (τ) for the oscillator
contributions of the holomorphic P and anti-holomorphic Q respectively. We refer the
reader to Appendix A and references contained in it for a more pedagogical explanation.
7 N = 1 Worldsheet Supersymmetry
Let us attempt to generalize our results to the doubled formalism with supersymmetry.
We first briefly review some basic aspects of the supersymmetric doubled sigma model
following [1]. The N = 1 generalization of the ordinary sigma model in (1, 1) superspace
reads [42]
S =
∫
d2σd2θ (GµνC
rs +Bµνγ
rs)DrΦ
µDsΦ
ν (7.1)
where Φµ(σ, θ) is a superfield on the superspace worldsheet with coordinates σα, θr, the
latter being real anti-commuting coordinates that transform as a worldsheet spinor, r =
1, 2 and Dr are the supercovariant derivatives. We work with Majorana spinors, with
θα, α = 1, 2 parametrizing the N = 1 worldsheet supersymmetry. We choose our Dirac
matrices to be
ρ0 = σ2, ρ
1 = iσ1, ρ
2 = σ3 (7.2)
where σi are the Pauli matrices and θ¯α = θβρ
0
βα, and our superfields and their covariant
derivatives read
ΦI = XI + θ¯ψI +
1
2
θ¯θf I ,
DαΦ
I = ψIα + θαf
I − i (ρmθ)α ∂mXI +
i
2
∂m
(
ρmψI
)
α
θ¯θ. (7.3)
Also, C is the charge conjugation matrix, and ρ2 the chirality operator satisfying
Crs = rs, γ = Cρ2.
9Primitive elements refer to those which cannot be obtained by some powers of other elements of the
group.
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Correspondingly, the action of the supersymmetric doubled sigma model reads
S =
1
2
∫
d2σd2θ
1
4
HIJC
rs
[
DrXI +AImDrY m
] [
DsXJ +AJnDsY n
]
−1
2
γrsLIJ
[
DrXI +AImDrY m
]AJs + L(Y ). (7.4)
As in the bosonic case, we need to augment it with an appropriately supersymmetrized
topological term which reads
Ltop. = 1
2
γrsΩIJDrXIDsXJ (7.5)
whereas the constraint is supersymmetrized to be[
DsXJ +AJnDsY n
]
= S (γ3)sr
[
DrXJ +AJnDrY n
]
(7.6)
Below we shall restrict ourselves to the case where the source terms A vanish. Af-
ter expanding each superfield in its constituents and keeping only terms in θ¯θ since∫
d2θ(θ¯θ) = 1, we find
L = HIJ
(
∂aXI∂aXJ + iψ¯Iρm∂mψJ + f IfJ
)
+ipiΩIJ
[
∂tXI∂σXJ + iψI2(∂t − ∂σ)ψJ2 + iψJ1 (∂t + ∂σ)ψI1
]
(7.7)
We note that since Ω is anti-symmetric, the fermionic bilinear terms are total derivatives.
They do not contribute to the classical instanton sector of the partition function. On-
shell, the auxiliary fields f vanish (in general, this is not true when we consider fibrations
with generic O(d, d;Z) transition functions), and the real fermions satisfy the equations
of motion
(∂t − ∂σ)ψ2 = 0, (∂t + ∂σ)ψ1 = 0 (7.8)
We observe from (7.7) that the topological term contains fermionic bilinears which are
total derivatives. We should of course check the constraint terms too to ensure that the
bosonic contraints are recovered. Indeed they are, and we also have similar constraints
for the fermions which read10
ψI1 = −SIJψJ1 , ψI2 = SIJψJ2 (7.9)
Recall that when we compute the partition function in earlier sections, the fact that we
are able to express the non-topological part of the Lagrangian as a sum of two kinetic
terms (for P and Q) is crucial in arguing that the quantum fluctuations that arise from
the oscillators admit a chiral factorization, and that we can effectively take the square
root of this portion of the doubled partition function. With the fermions, we can do
likewise. For each of ψ1,2, we find that if we define
ϕa =
(
eai +Bije
ja
)
ψi + ejaψ˜j
10There is also another constraint that arises from the quadratic θ term which we find to be equivalent
to the fermion’s equation of motion in (7.8).
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ηa =
(
eai −Bijeja
)
ψi − ejaψ˜j, (7.10)
then in these variables, the constraints translates into simply ϕa1 = η
a
2 = 0. Note that
just like their bosonic counterparts, these fields are valued in the tangent space indices.
Formally, this projection into half the degrees of freedom is an endomorphism of the target
tangent bundle. The fermionic part of the Lagrangian can now be simply expressed as
Lfermions = 1
2
ϕa2∂zϕ
a
2 +
1
2
ϕa1∂z¯ϕ
a
1 +
1
2
ηa2∂zη
a
2 +
1
2
ηa1∂z¯η
a
1 (7.11)
Like the bosonic fields, the fact that within the Lagrangian, the fermionic fields can be ex-
pressed as a sum of kinetic terms is crucial for establishing the equivalence of the doubled
sigma model with the ordinary one. Even though the fermionic terms do not contribute
to the classical instanton part, the quantum part can be written after imposing either
periodic or anti-periodic boundary conditions along each homology cycle for each chiral
fermion. These determinants for the chiral fermions including their higher-genera coun-
terparts are discussed in for example the seminal papers [43, 44, 40]. For the fermions,
imposing the constraint after evaluating the full partition function is even a simpler pro-
cess. Since ϕa1, η
a
2 are set to vanish, what is left is half of the doubled contribution.
8 Conclusion
In this work, we have demonstrated that the ordinary closed string partition function
in a general toroidal compactification, including their shift orbifolds, can be reproduced
by interpreting the constraint equation in Hull’s doubled geometry formalism as that of
chiral scalars. This furnishes a non-trivial consistency check for the quantum equivalence
to the ordinary theory.11 Moreover, we presented explicit computations showing that this
equivalence holds tight at all higher worldsheet genus (in which Schottky uniformation of
Riemann surfaces appears to play a nice role), and also for the case of N = 1 worldsheet
supersymmetry.
The partition function at a fixed toroidal metric can be decomposed into a part that
sums up the string’s zero modes and a part that takes into account the quantum fluc-
tuations of the oscillators. For the instanton part, the topological term in the doubled
sigma model plays a crucial role in ensuring that chiral factorization can allow us to con-
sistently reduce the doubled partition function to the corresponding instanton sums in
the conventional string theories, after a relabelling of winding numbers. This term con-
tributes certain relative signs in the instanton sum, and as explained in [1], it is needed
to completely gauge away the auxiliary degrees of freedom. For the quantum part, the
consistency of the chiral factorization procedure relies on a couple of prerequisites. Firstly
the Lagrangian can be written in a form manifestly independent of the target space metric
11Please see [45] for another crucial quantum check of the doubled sigma model.
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in terms of the new chiral variables, and secondly that it contains the sum of these vari-
ables’ kinetic terms. We illustrated clearly that this can be done for the general toroidal
background and for fermions when the worldsheet is endowed with N = 1 supersymmetry.
We have also shown that the interpretation of the constraint equations as that of
chiral scalars works for string worldsheets of higher genus. Comparing the instanton sum
to the ordinary case, we find that it differs from the latter by being independent of the
determinant of the target space metric. This in turn implies that it is only consistent
with an accompanying dilaton field φ that is T-duality invariant. Indeed, this is the
case as was explained in [1] and [24]. However, our technique does not empower us to
understand how to impose the constraint on the dilaton φ. In [1], it was shown that when
the auxiliary degrees of freedom are integrated away, the dilaton φ can be related to the
ordinary dilaton field with the correct T-duality transformation rules. We do not know
how or whether the principle of chiral factorization can allow us to derive this relationship.
At this level of our approach, we can at best make a statement on the consistency of the
doubled formalism as a perturbation series in φ. At genus one, this problem is not as
apparent since the instanton sum is manifestly T-duality invariant.
Indeed, as much as we have demonstrated the consistency of interpreting the constraints
as that arising from chiral scalars, we have also learnt to be aware of the limitations
of such an approach. Apart from the point about φ for the higher-genus worldsheets,
we also found that the doubled formalism does not seem to ‘geometrize’ asymmetric
orbifold action. In our exploration of ZN shift orbifolds, chiral factorization reproduces
the expected partition function when the shift is geometric and thus acts symmetrically
on the left and right-movers. For asymmetric shifts, we find that we need additional
pairing phase factors identical to the ordinary case. These factors do not have a clear
origin in the Lagrangian picture, but after Poisson resumming to be in the Hamiltonian
picture, they arise naturally when we compute the insertion of the translation operator.
Although we have demonstrated that we still recover the expected result, it would be
nice if these phase factors arise from a geometrical origin in the doubled sigma model.
One of the main purpose of the doubled formalism is to furnish a framework for T-folds.
This generically involves asymmetric orbifolds when the T-duality is a symmetry of the
background’s moduli space. It is known that modular invariance imposes conditions on
the allowed asymmetric orbifold action, and more generally for T-folds, the legitimate
O(d, d;Z) valued transition functions of the torus fibration. The simplest T-fold which
involves an asymmetric Z2 reflection on S1 target space was previously investigated in [26],
where it was found that to construct a modular-invariant partition function, we need to
impose the values of the eigenvalues of the T-duality operator (in the higher-dimensional
case, this corresponds to the O(d, d;Z) element that inverts all the circles’ radii). These
conditions were taken from the beautiful work of [27] but we think that it would be very
interesting to see them arising naturally from the doubled formalism. Our result for the
ZN shift orbifolds suggest that a supplementary analysis in the operator formalism as, for
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example, undertaken in [26] is necessary to develop a deeper understanding of modular
invariance when asymmetric orbifold action is involved.
Throughout our work, we have appeared to be able to demonstrate the principle of chi-
ral factorization rather smoothly to the general toroidal background and on higher-genus
worldsheets. That this procedure falls into place so delicately is related to the underlying
fact that in the doubled sigma model, X and X˜ represent the Fourier transform duals
of the momentum and winding numbers. A natural future work would be to consider
T-folds with non-trivial T-duality transition functions. Will the principle of chiral block
decomposition continue to play some role in these non-geometric backgrounds? In gen-
eral, quantization of chiral scalars contains many subtleties (see [46] for an elucidating
discussion) and a more thorough analysis is warranted. We hope to report our progress
in these directions in the near future [31].
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A Chiral factorization of Laplacian Determinant from
Schottky Uniformization of Riemann surfaces
Compact Riemann surfaces admit several different descriptions, in terms of elliptic curves
and uniformizations by Fuchsian and Schottky groups. Below, we briefly outline some
essential points on the uniformization of a Riemann surface X of genus g ≥ 1 by Schottky
groups. Let α1, . . . αg, β1, . . . , βg be the generators of pi1(X). They form the canonical
homology basis of X. Let N be the smallest normal subgroup in pi1(X) that contains
α1, . . . , αg. By the classical retrosection theorem of Koebe
12, there exists a Schottky
group,
Γ ∼ pi1(X)/N
with a domain Ω of C ∪ ∞ such that X ∼ Ω/Γ. This group is marked by generators
L1, L2, . . . Lg corresponding to the cosets β1N , β2N , . . . , βgN . The generators Li are
complex projective transformations which can be visualized as follows. We begin with
12See for example [47] and references therein.
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the canonical cycles {αi, βi} of the Riemann surface. If we break this diagram along
the α cycles, and then map it conformally onto the region of the complex plane exterior
to g pairs of circles, then for each pair of circles (αi, α
′
i), we can associate a complex
projective transformation Li that maps the circles’ circumferences onto one another and
identifying the points on them. The α cycles surround the circles while the β cycles take
us between the circles. The Li’s and their inverses can be multiplied by one another in
all combinations (apart from the restriction that Li be not placed next to its inverse),
and thus we obtain an infinite group of projective transformations as a representation of
pi1(X). The Schottky group Σg of genus g is freely generated by the Li which can always
be conjugated to be of the form
Li(w)− ai
Li(w)− bi = qi
w − ai
w − bi (A.1)
where ai, bi are the attractive and repelling fixed points of the transformations, qi is the
multiplier satisfying |qi| < 1. In a 2× 2 matrix representation, Γ acts on Ω via matrices
γ of which absolute trace is bigger than 2 (these are the ‘loxodromic’ elements). For
example for the generators Li,
γi =
(
A B
C D
)
=
(
ai bi
1 1
)(
1/
√
qi 0
0
√
qi
)(
ai bi
1 1
)−1
,
Li(w) ≡ Aw +B
Cw +D
, w ∈ Ω. (A.2)
The generic element V is then some product of the Li’s. To summarize, the Riemann
surface of genus g can be constructed as taking 2g disjoint circles {αi, α′i} chosen such that
they are identified under Li(αi) = α
′
i. This obviously creates g handles on the Riemann
sphere, and thus under the quotient of the Schottky group, we have a genus-g Riemann
surface. We end up with the following qualitative picture. The genus-g Riemann surface
is an S2 with g holes cut out and identified pairwise. The fixed points {ai, bi}, i = 1, . . . g
in (A.1) represent handle positions, while the multipliers qi represent the length and the
twist of the handle.
After identification, the Riemann surface is then the space exterior to all the circles,
each of which contain the fixed points. For example, for genus one, the torus can be
described by the set of points {w ∈ C ∪∞|w ∼ qw}, for some q = e2piiτ . Setting |q| < 1
amounts to choosing a positive Im(τ). The fundamental region can be chosen to be the
annulus 1 ≥ |w| > |q| with the boundaries identified to give a torus topology. The inner
boundary circle has a fixed point at the origin, while the outer boundary circle has a fixed
point at infinity. This admits a clear generalization for the surfaces of higher genera.
Indeed, by conjugation in the group of all projective transformations, we can fix a1 =
0, b1 =∞, a2 = 1. Hence, for the Schottky group σg of genus g ≥ 2, the map
σg → (a3, . . . , ag, b2, . . . bg, q1, . . . , qg) ∈ C3g−3
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yields an isomorphism between the set of Schottky groups and some subset of C3g−3 which
is known as the Schottky space of genus g of complex dimensions 3g − 3. 13 Schottky
spaces are not known explicitly in general, but in principle the 3g− 3 moduli parameters
are to be integrated over the fundamental domain of the appropriate modular group. The
domain lies within the Schottky space. Although it is difficult to determine it explicitly
(just as in the Schottky problem), the genus-one case is easily describable. For T 2, the
only free complex parameter is the multiplier q = e2piiτ where τ is the complex structure.
The fundamental domain on the upper half plane translates into a bounded region in the
q-plane, with the degenerate point τ = i∞ being mapped onto the origin as indicated in
Figure 1.
-1 0 1 ReHΤL
ImHΤL
(a) τ -plane
ReHqL
ImHqL
(b) q-plane
Figure 1: In this figure, we display a choice of the fundamental domain of the moduli
space for the case of genus one. Under the map q = e2piiτ , the shaded fundamental region
translates into a bounded domain in the Schottky space (the q-plane). The vertices at
τ = e
pii
3 ∼ e 2pii3 of Fig.1(a) map onto the crunode in Fig. 1(b), while the third at τ = i∞
maps onto the origin.
Since the Laplacian determinant contains the period matrix of the Riemann surface,
we should relate it explicitly to Schottky parameters too. Fortunately, this was explained
beautifully by Mandelstam in [49] of which we quickly review below (see also [50]). Let
us start with the abelian differentials ωs ≡ dνs, the holomorphic one-forms that span
H(1,0) (Mg,Z) that are stated earlier in (5.2). In [49], Mandelstam found the following
expression of νs in terms of Schottky parameters as follows
14
νs(w) =
1
2pii
∑
i
(s)
Log
(
w − Vias
w − Vibs
)
(A.3)
13Although this is equivalent to the dimension of the moduli space of Riemann surfaces, it remains for
one to specify the correct Weil-Petersson measure in the moduli space of the string path integral. See for
example [48] for the Weil-Petersson measure (dVW.P.) in terms of Schottky parameters.
14See also [51] for an earlier derivation and for a nice discussion for the modular invariance of the
Weil-Petersson measure in Schottky parameters.
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where
∑
i
(s) denotes a summation over all values of i except for those for which Vi has a
factor Ls or its inverse at its RHS. So we see that each abelian differential can be nicely
described as an infinite sum over the Schottky group. By examining transformation
properties of νs, we can deduce the period matrix to read [49, 51, 50]
ταβ =
1
2pii
(∑
i
(α,β)
Log
(aβ − Viaα)(bβ − Vibα)
(aβ − Vibα)(bβ − Viaα)
)
, α 6= β
ταα =
1
2pii
(
Log(qα) +
∑
i 6=I
(α,α)
Log
(aα − Viaα)(bα − Vibα)
(aα − Vibα)(bα − Viaα)
)
. (A.4)
where
∑(α,β) is the summation over all elements of the Schotty group excluding values of
α, β such that Vi has Lα (or its inverse) as its right-most member or Lβ (or its inverse)
as its left-most member.
Having reviewed how Schottky uniformation works in principle, we can now proceed to
discuss the relevance of this description to the Laplacian determinant. A more common
approach to write down the determinant is related to Fuchsian uniformization of the
Riemann surface (see for example [40]). A natural well-known function that arises in this
context is the Selberg zeta function Z(s) which reads
Z(s) =
∏
{γ}
∞∏
m=0
(
1− λs+mγ
)
where {γ} runs over all distinct nontrivial primitive conjugacy classes in a Fuchsian group
Γf uniformizing the Riemann surface now described as H/Γf . Just as in the case of
Schottky uniformization, our restriction to smooth and compact surfaces translates to
the restriction of Γf to hyperbolic elements. Each λγ plays a role similar to that of a
multiplier, and admits a geometrical meaning as closed geodesics of H/Γf corresponding
to conjugacy classes of hyperbolic elements. Explicitly, λγ = e
2lγ where lγ is the length of
γ in the hyperbolic metric. Although it is defined initially for Re(s) > 1, Z(s) admits an
analytic continuation to the entire s-plane and the Laplacian determinant reads
Det(∇2) = ec0(2g−2)Z ′(1) (A.5)
for some constant c0. As pointed out in for exampe [40], when we write down the determi-
nant as (A.5), it is difficult to perform some form of chiral splitting, since the hyperbolic
geometry and the Selberg zeta functions are defined by real quantities.
In demonstrating the equivalence of the doubled sigma model to the ordinary one, we
have interpreted Hull’s constraints as that of chiral scalars. As we have observed in the
main text, various quantities that the partition function comprises of should admit chiral
splitting, and thus it is crucial that the determinant be holomorphically factorizable.
Remarkably, it turns out that there is a solution to this problem by considering the
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Schottky uniformization of the Riemann surface. It was proven by Zograf in [41] when
expressed in Schottky parameters, the determinant can be chirally factorized and written
in the form of equation (6.9) which we repeat below for reading convenience.
Det′∇2 = (Detτ2) exp
(
− SL
12pi
)
|F |2, F =
∏
{γ}
∞∏
m=0
(
1− q1+mγ
)
(A.6)
where qγ is the multiplier of γ ∈ Γ, and {γ} runs over all distinct primitive conjugacy
classes in Γ excluding the identity and SL is the classical Liouville action that measures
the holomorphic anomaly. This action is the Ka¨hler potential of the Weil-Petersson metric
on the Schottky space [52] and be written as [53]
SL =
∫∫
Fd
i
2
dw ∧ dw¯
(∣∣∣∣∂Log(ρ)∂w
∣∣∣∣2 + ρ
)
+ 4pi
g∑
k=2
Log |cLk |2
+
i
2
g∑
k=2
∮
Ck
(
Log(ρ)− 1
2
Log|L′k|2
)(
L′′k
L′k
dw − L¯
′′
k
L¯′k
dw¯
)
(A.7)
where Fd is some fundamental domain and ρ(w) is the conformal factor that induces the
hyperbolic structure on the metric ds2 = ρ(w, w¯)|dw|2. For genus greater than one, we
need to find ρ(w, w¯) such that the resulting geometry has Ricci scalar R = −1 which,
upon writing ρ(w, w¯) = e2φ(w,w¯), translates into the Liouville equation for φ. For genus
one, the metric is flat and so φ simply satisfies the 2D Laplace equation and the ρ term
is absent in (A.7). In fact for this case, since
L(w) = qw, L′′(w) = cL = 0,
all the terms except for the first one in (A.7) vanish, and we can compute SL = 4pi
2τ2
as stated earlier in equation (6.8). More generally, finding the Liouville field amounts
to finding a covering map J that takes one from the upper half-plane H to Ω since the
Riemann surface X can be uniformized by the action of some Fuchsian group on H. Thus,
we have the following commutative diagram15
H Ω
X
J
pif pis
where pif : H → X and pis : Ω → X are the quotient maps corresponding to the
Fuchsian and Schottky groups respectively. Taking the line element of H to be ds2 =
|dz|2/(Im(z)2), the Liouville field φ(w, w¯) is then related to the map J by φ(w, w¯) =
Log (∂w(J
−1)(w)/ImJ−1(w)) .
15See also [54] for a nice exposition.
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